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Introduction  
Cambrian			School			District			has			created			standards-based		
report			cards			to			re�lect			the			recently			adopted			Common			Core		
State			Standards			(	www.corestandards.org	).			This			Parent's’		
Guide			to			the			Report			Card			is			intended			to			help			all			parents		
understand			the			rubrics			and			standards			for			the			English		
Language			Arts,			Social			Studies,			Mathematics,			and			Science.		
	

Rubrics  
Pro�iciency			Levels			Rubric.			The			purpose			of			the			report			card			is		
to			describe			students’			learning			progress			to			their			parents			and		
others,			based			on			the			Common			Core			learning			expectations		
for			each			grade			level.			
	
Standards			state			what			students			should			know			and			be			able			to		
do			at			the			end			of			the			year.			The			scores			that			your			child			receives		
indicate			how			he/she			is			doing			at			this			point			in			time.		
	
“1”   Beginning  			The			student			demonstrates			a				beginning 	
understanding			of,			and			the			ability			to			apply,			the			knowledge		
and			skills			speci�ied			in			the			standards.		
	
“2”   Developing    The			student			demonstrates			a			developing		
understanding			of,			and			ability			to			apply,			the			knowledge			and		
skills			speci�ied			in			the			standards.		
	
“3”   Proficient      The			student			demonstrates			a			pro�icient		
understanding			of,			and			ability			to			consistently			apply,			the		
knowledge			and			skills			speci�ied			in			the			standards.		
	
“4”   Exceeding  			The			student			demonstrates			a			deeper		
understanding			of,			and			ability			to			apply,			the			knowledge			and		
skills			beyond			what			is			speci�ied			in			the			standards.		
	
“NA”    This			standard			was			not			assessed			/			not			introduced		
during			the			trimester.		
	
Learning   Behaviors   Rubric .			Teachers			will			rate			all		
behaviors,			work			habits,			mathematical			practices,			physical		
education			and			visual			and			performing			arts			using			the			3-point		
rubric			below.		

+ Consistently			applies	 -     Inconsistently			applies		
									✓						Frequently			applies	 NA  		Not			assessed/Not			

							Introduced	 
	

 
 

Behaviors   that   Support   Learning  
Research			has			shown			that			the			same			behaviors			that			support		
academic			progress			also			lead			to			College			and			Career		
Readiness.			The			behaviors			described			in			the			standards-based		
report			card			are			founded			on			the			learning			framework			from		
the				Partnership   for   the   21st   Century   Skills.  		Students			will		
need			these			to			succeed			in			career,			academics,			and			life.		
	

Language   Arts 	
Fifth			grade			students			build			on			their			ability			to			read			longer		
words,			using			roots,			pre�ixes,			and			suf�ixes			to			determine			the		
meaning			of			unknown			words			and			more			sophisticated			texts.		
Students			explain			how			an			author			supports			points			in			a			text.		
They			use			quotes			accurately			when			referring			to			the			text.		
Students			keep			the			audience			in			mind			and			include			a			clear		
sequence			of			events			when			writing.			Students			listen			to			a		
speaker			or			media			source			and			identify			reasons			and			evidence		
provided			to			support			particular			events.		
	
Reading:   Foundational   Skills  

● Know			and			apply			grade-level			phonics			and			word		
analysis			in			decoding			words.		

● Read			with			suf�icient			accuracy			and			�luency			to		
support			comprehension.	 

Reading:   Literature   and   Informational   Text  
● Quote			accurately			when			referring			to			text.		
● Determine			the			literary			elements,			main			ideas,			and		

summarize			the			text.		
● Compare			and			contrast			texts			and			integrate		

information			from			different			texts.		
● Explain			how			an			author			uses			reason			or			evidence		

to			support			points			in			a			text.		
Writing  

● Write			opinion			pieces			that			support			a			point			of			view		
with			reasons			and			information.		

● Write			narrative			texts			that			share			ideas			and		
information			using			precise			and			academic		
language.		

● Write			narratives			that			use			related			descriptive		
details			and			clear			sequences			of			events.		

● Conduct			a			short			research			project			that			uses		
several			sources			to			build			knowledge			through		
investigation			of			a			topic.		

● Write			clearly			and			with			a			purpose;			keep			the		
audience			in			mind			using			evidence			drawn			from			the		
text.		

 

Speaking   and   Listening  
● Engage			in			collaborative			discussions.		
● Summarize			information			presented.		
● Identify			reasons			and			evidence			a			speaker			or		

media			source			provides			to			support			particular		
points.		

● Identify			and			discuss			misleading			ideas.		
● Plan			and			deliver			a			speech.		

Language   Conventions   and   Vocabulary 	
● Use			correct			grammar			when			writing			and			speaking.		
● Write			with			correct			capitalization,			punctuation,		

and			spelling.		
● Vary			sentence			length			and			style.		
● Compare			and			contrast			styles			used			in			literature.		
● Use			a			variety			of			methods			to			determine			the		

meaning			of			an			unknown			word.		
	
For   English   Learner   Students:     please			refer			to			separate		
document			
	

Social   Studies  
Fifth			grade			students			are			expected			to			know			the			location			of		
states			and			names			of			their			capitals.			They			learn			how			Native		
Americans			lived			in			different			climates			and			regions.			Students		
are			able			to			follow			how			economics			changed			the			colonization		
and			living			patterns			of			American			people.			They			learn			about		
the			different			institutions			from			colonial			times			and			how			the		
US			was			formed			up			to			the			American			Revolution.		
	
Geography 	

● Know			the			location			of			the			current			50			states			and		
the			names			of			their			capitals.		

● Describe			how			geography			and			climate			in�luenced		
the			way			Native			American			nations			lived.		

History 	
● Understand			how			our			nation			was			formed,			from		

the			Native			American			settlements			that			were			here,		
through			the			colonization			and			the			American		
Revolution,			and			the			westward			movement.		

Global   Community   and   Culture  
● Trace			the			colonization,			immigration,			and		

settlement			patterns			of			the			American			people			with		
an			emphasis			on			economic			incentives.		

● Understand			the			political,			religious,			social,			and		
economic			institutions			that			evolved			in			the			colonial		
era.		

 

http://www.corestandards.org/
https://www.cambriansd.org/cms/lib/CA01902282/Centricity/Domain/267/For%20English%20Learner%20Students.pdf
https://www.cambriansd.org/cms/lib/CA01902282/Centricity/Domain/267/For%20English%20Learner%20Students.pdf
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Mathematical   Learning   Behaviors  
Mathematical			learning			behaviors			describe			the			ways			in		
which			students			increasingly			ought			to			engage			with			the		
subject			matter			as			they			grow			in			mathematical			maturity			and		
expertise.			They			are			a			balanced			combination			of			procedure		
and			understanding.		
	
Makes   sense   of   problems   and   perseveres   in   solving  
them.    Students			are			able			to			understand			non-routine			grade		
level			problems,			make			connections			with			previous			problem		
solving			experiences,			and			persevere			in			the			face			of		
challenging			mathematics.			Students			check			back			in			the		
problem			to			verify			their			solutions.		
Reasons   abstractly   and   quantitatively.  		Students			use		
numbers,			words			and			graphics			to			make			sense			of		
mathematics.			They			can			move			from			the			context			of			the		
problem			to			the			abstract			quantities			and			then			test			quantities		
in			the			original			context			of			the			problem.			They			pay			attention			to		
the			meaning			of			the			quantities			used.		
Constructs   viable   arguments   and   critiques   the  
reasoning   of   others.    Students			can			explain			why			a			solution		
works			using			mathematical			language.			Students			listen			to		
other			students’			strategies			and			ask			questions			about			ideas		
which			do			not			make			sense.			They			are			beginning			to			evaluate		
the			accuracy			of			their			own,			and			others’,			explanations.		
Models   with   mathematics.    Students			can			see			how			the		
mathematics			they			are			learning			can			be			used			to			solve		
problems			arising			in			their			lives.			They			can			write			simple		
equations			and			use			objects			or			diagrams			to			represent		
problems.		
Uses   appropriate   tools   strategically.   		Students			use			tools		
that			might			include			pencil			and			paper,			concrete			models,			a		
ruler,			a			protractor,			a			calculator,			a			graph,			a			chart,			or			a		
spreadsheet.			They			can			decide			which			tool			will			be			the			most		
helpful			in			a			given			situation.		
Attends   to   precision.    Students			use			mathematically		
accurate			vocabulary			to			explain			their			thinking.			They			state			the		
meaning			of			the			mathematical			symbols			that			they			use.			They		
are			able			to			compute			and			label			quantities			accurately.		
Looks   for   and   makes   use   of   structure.    Students			�ind		
patterns			in			mathematics			and			they			use			those			patterns			to		
make			connections			with			new			topics			they			are			studying.			They		
should			be			able			to			use			known			facts			to			determine			more		
dif�icult			combinations.			They			will			be			able			to			classify			�igures		
by			their			attributes.		
Looks   for   and   expresses   regularity   in   repeated  
reasoning.   		Students			notice			repetition			in			results.			They			are		

able			to			use			their			observations			to			explore			alternative			ways			to		
solve			problems.			They				can			make			connections			between		
whole			number			operations			and			place			value			with			new		
understandings			in			fractions			and			decimals.		
	

Math  
In			�ifth			grade,			the			study			of			the			number			system			continues.		
Patterns			are			used			to			make			conclusions			about			number		
properties.			Multi-step			verbal			problems			with			fractions			are		
solved.			Graphs			and			the			coordinate			plane			with			both			the			x-		
and			y-axis			are			introduced			with			line			plots.			Two-dimensional		
�igures			and			their			properties			are			explored.			The			study			of		
decimals			to			the			thousandths			place,			rounding,			and		
estimation			are			introduced.			Below			are			the			domains			in			math		
and			some			examples			of			what			students			will			be			expected			to		
know			and			be			able			to			do.		
	

Operations   and   Algebraic   Thinking 	
● Write			and			interpret			numerical			expressions			using		

parentheses			and			brackets.		
● Analyze			numeric			patterns			and			graphs			using		

ordered			pairs			on			a			coordinate			plane.		
Number   and   Operations   in   Base   Ten  

● Understand			the			place			value			system			and			explain		
patterns			in			the			number			of			zeros			when		
multiplying			by			powers			of			10.		

● Add,			subtract,			multiply,			and			divide			with		
multi-digit			whole			numbers			and			with			decimals			to		
hundredths.		

Number   and   Operations   in   Fractions 	
● Add			and			subtract			fractions			with			unlike		

denominators.		
● Apply			and			extend			previous			understandings			of		

multiplication			and			division			to			multiply			fractions		
and			divide			fractions			by			whole			numbers.		

● Solve			word			problems			involving			addition			and		
subtraction			of			fractions			using			visual			fraction		
models			or			equations.		

Measurement   and   Data  
● Convert			like			measurement			units			within			a			given		

measurement			system.		
● Represent			and			interpret			data			on			a			line			plot			using		

fractions			and			solve			problems			involving			the		
presented			information.		

● Geometric			measurement:			understand			concepts			of		
volume			and			relate			volume			to			multiplication			and		
to			addition.		

 
Geometry  

● Graph			points			on			the			coordinate			plane			to			solve		
real-world			and			mathematical			problems.		

● Classify			2-dimensional			�igures			into			categories		
based			on			their			properties.		

	
Science  

Fifth			grade			students			learn			about			the			scienti�ic			process.			They		
are			expected			to			create			a			question			that			can			be			investigated		
through			many			repeated			observations.			Students			record			data		
and			make			inferences			about			patterns			to			support			or			challenge		
their			predictions.		
	
Earth   Science  

● Understand			the			water			cycle			and			the			uneven		
heating			of			Earth			causes			air			movements			that		
result			in			changing			weather			patterns.		

● Know			that			the			solar			system			consists			of			planets		
and			other			bodies			that			orbit			the			sun			in			predictable		
paths.		

Life   Science  
● Understand			that			plants			and			animals			have		

structures			for			respiration,			digestion,			waste		
disposal,			and			transport			of			materials.		

Physical   Science  
● Understand			that			elements			and			their		

combinations			account			for			all			the			varied			types			of		
matter			in			the			world,			how			these			materials			are		
made,			and			understand			their			properties.		

Engineering  
● De�ine			a			simple			design			problem			re�lecting			a			need		

or			want			that			includes			speci�ied			criteria			for		
success			and			constraints			on			materials,			time,			or		
cost.		

● Generate			and			compare			multiple			possible		
solutions			to			a			problem			based			on			how			well			each			is		
likely			to			meet			the			criteria			and			constraints			of			the		
problem.		

● Plan			and			carry			out			fair			tests			in			which			variables		
are			controlled			and			failure			points			are			considered		
to			identify			aspects			of			a			model			or			prototype			that		
can			be			improved.		


